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Abstract. Werdnig-Hoffmann disease (WHD) is the most severe clinical type of spinal muscular atrophy characterized by
loss of lower motor neurons and paralysis. We examined the hypothesis that disease pathogenesis is based on an inappropriate
persistence of normally occurring motor neuron programmed cell death. The diagnosis of WHD was made on the basis of
clinical findings, electromyoneurography, and biopsy, and further confirmed by mutation analysis of the survival motor neuron
(SMN) and neuronal apoptosis inhibitory protein (NAIP) genes using PCR. We used ultrastructural analysis as well as TUNEL
and ISEL methods to assess DNA fragmentation, and immunocytochemistry to identify expression of the apoptosis-related
proteins bcl-2 and p53. A significant number of motor neurons in the spinal cord of children with WHD were shown to die
by apoptosis. As revealed by TUNEL, dying neurons in WHD patients comprised 0.2%–6.4% of the neuron numbers counted.
This finding contradicts earlier studies that failed to find such evidence and suggests that early blockade of prolonged motor
neuron apoptosis may be a potential therapeutic strategy for WHD.
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INTRODUCTION
The development of the vertebrate nervous system is
characterized by an initial overproduction of neurons in
many regions followed by large-scale elimination (1). It
is estimated that, immediately following the arrival of
their axons in muscle cells, about 40%–70% of the embryonic motor neurons in the spinal cord undergo naturally occurring programmed cell death (PCD) during the
midgestational period (15–25 weeks of gestation in the
human fetus) (1–3).
Werdnig-Hoffmann disease (WHD) is a clinical type I
spinal muscular atrophy (SMA type I) and the second
most common lethal autosomal recessive disease after
cystic fibrosis (4). WHD is characterized by the loss of
spinal cord motor neurons, muscular atrophy that starts
from birth or from the first months of life onwards, and
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progressive paralysis (5). Death usually follows within 2
years of diagnosis.
A gene termed survival motor neuron gene (SMN), located at chromosome 5q13, has been identified as the
determining gene of SMA because it is deleted in more
than 90% of the SMA patients (6). In addition, a neuronal
apoptosis inhibitory protein (NAIP) gene located near the
SMN gene has been found to be deleted in 45%–66% of
WHD patients, which is considerably more frequently
than in any other SMA type (7, 8). Since both the NAIP
and SMN protein exhibit anti-apoptotic activity (9), deletions of the SMN and NAIP gene may cause apoptosis
of motor neurons in the spinal cord in children with
WHD (10). However, so far attempts made using the TUNEL method for accessing in situ DNA fragmentation
have failed to detect any apoptosis in WHD children (11),
or in bovine calves with SMA (12, 13). On the other
hand, some apoptotic changes were shown in muscle fibers of children with WHD (14, 15), which has led several authors to propose muscle apoptosis as the main
pathogenic mechanism in the disease, which would then
result in secondary motor neuron death (16).
The aim of the present study therefore was to re-examine the occurrence of apoptotic cell death in spinal
cords of children with clinically, pathologically, and genetically diagnosed and confirmed WHD using TUNEL
and electron microscopical analysis. Furthermore, we investigated the in-situ expression of the apoptosis-related
proteins bcl-2 and p53 in an immunocytochemical way.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Clinical Diagnosis and Genotyping
Two groups of children were investigated. The first group
consisted of 5 children who died from WHD. The second group
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TABLE
Data from WHD Patients and Controls
WHD patients

Case

Sex

1
2
3
4
5

F
M
M
M
F

Age
5
5
8
12
22

SMN exon 7

SMN exon 8

NAIP exon 5

First
symptoms
noticed at
(months):

deleted
deleted
deleted
deleted
deleted

normal
deleted
normal
normal
deleted

deleted
deleted
deleted
deleted
normal

4
2.5
4.5
4
5

months
months
months
months
months

Postmortem
time
(hours):
4
5.5
6
4.5
4

Controls

Case

Sex

Age

SMN exon 7

SMN exon 8

NAIP exon 5

1
2
3
4
5

F
F
M
F
M

1 day
5 days
3 months
12 months
17 months

normal
normal
normal
normal
normal

normal
normal
normal
normal
normal

normal
normal
normal
normal
normal

Cause of death
congenital heart
congenital heart
congenital heart
congenital heart
acute peritonitis

Postmortem time
(hours)

disease
disease
disease
disease

5
4.5
6
6
6.5

First symptoms included decreased movements and hypotonia.

consisted of control subjects that did not suffer from any neurological abnormality. The diagnosis was made on the basis of
clinical findings, electromyoneurography (EMG) (17), and biopsy, and further confirmed by genetic analysis of blood samples (18). Genotyping was performed using PCR amplifying
exons 7 and 8 of the SMN, and exon 5 of the NAIP gene, which
distinguish the SMN and NAIP telomeric copy from a nonpathogenic gene homologue. Brain tissue was obtained at routine
autopsies in accordance with local law and with the permission
of the Ethical committee. Informed consent was obtained from
all families participating in the study. Patient data from the
WHD cases, as well as from the controls, neurologically normal
children, are given in the Table.

Histological Procedure and Nissl Staining
Affected muscle tissue fixed in formalin was stained using
routine hematoxylin and eosin staining. Following fixation in
4% formaldehyde in PBS (pH 7.4) for several days to weeks,
each spinal cord was cut in the rostrocaudal direction in 3-mmthick slices. To determine shrinkage of the tissue in the period
from cutting the slices to final mounting of sections, the areas
of 7 randomly chosen slices were determined under a dissecting
microscope by using a transparent quadratic grid and reassessed
after tissue staining and mounting (19). Following gentle washing in running water, slices were dehydrated through a graded
series of ethanol solutions, cleared in toluene, embedded in paraffin (Histowax, Jung) and serially cut in 15-m-thick sections.
After deparaffinization in xylene, the sections were collected in
70% ethanol, put in 50% and then in 5% ethanol, then put in
distilled water, and finally in a staining solution, which consisted of 1 part of 0.5% cresyl-violet in distilled water mixed
with 4 parts of distilled water. Upon achieving adequate staining, the sections were placed in distilled water, then passed

through a graded alcohol series and finally in ether-ethanol solution (2 parts of ether and 1 part of 100% ethanol), rinsed with
xylene, and mounted.

Electron Microscopy
After fixation in 4% formaldehyde and 1.5% glutaraldehyde
in PBS, selected slices of spinal cords were separated under a
dissecting microscope in the anterior and posterior halves, and
then cut transversely on an ultramicrotome (LKB IV) into semithin sections for light microscopy and stained with toluidine
blue. After examination under the light microscope, ultrathin
sections were cut on an ultramicrotome (LKB IV) for electron
microscopy. The sections were rinsed in 0.1 M Na-cacodylate
buffer, postfixed at 4⬚C for 120 min in 1% OsO4 in 0.1 M Nacacodylate buffer, dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol, and
embedded in LX112 acetone. The specimens were analyzed in
a Philips 420 Electron microscope at 80 kV.

ISEL and TUNEL Immunocytochemistry
ISEL (in-situ end labeling) was performed essentially as described earlier (20, 21). Briefly, sections were deparaffinized in
xylene and hydrated to 50% ethanol in distilled water, preincubated with proteinase K (PK) buffer (10 mM Tris/HCl; 2.6
mM CaCl2; pH 7.0), and incubated with 5g/ml PK (Sigma,
Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands) in PK buffer for 15 min at RT.
After washing in distilled water, sections were incubated with
terminal transferase (TdT) buffer (0.2 M sodiumcacodylate,
0.025 M Tris/HCl in 0.25 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA),
pH 6.6) for 15 min at RT and then incubated for 60 min at
37⬚C with a reaction mixture that contained 0.2l TdT (Boehringer Mannheim, Almere, The Netherlands)/100l reaction
mixture and 1.0 l biotin-16-dUTP (Boehringer Mannheim)/
100l reaction mixture and cobalt chloride (25 mmol/l; 5% of
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the final volume). Incorporation of labeled oligonucleotides was
ended by rinsing the sections in distilled water and PBS (pH
7.4). Endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked with 0.01%
H2O2 in PBS for 20 min at RT, after which sections were
washed in PBS, preincubated with PBS/1% BSA for 15 min,
and incubated with peroxidase-conjugated avidin (ABC-Elite
kit, Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA) 1:1000 in PBS/1% BSA
overnight at 4⬚C. Following washing in PBS, labeled DNA was
visualized by incubation with 0.5 g/ml diaminobenzidine
(DAB) (Sigma) in 0.05 M Tris/HCl (pH 7.5) with 0.02% H2O2
for exactly 12 min. Color development was stopped by washing
in distilled water, after which sections were lightly counterstained with methyl-green prior to mounting coverslips. Positive
controls consisting of sections from rat prostate 3 days after
castration were included in every assay (21). All sections from
control and WHD patients were labeled after random selection
under identical experimental conditions. TUNEL (terminal
deoxynucleotidyl-transferase (TdT)-mediated dUTP-biotin nick
end labeling) method was implemented using the in situ cell
death detection kit (Boehringer Mannheim, cat. no. 1684817),
as described before (22). In short, sections were incubated with
sheep anti-fluorescein antibody conjugated with horseradish
peroxidase. Incorporated, labeled DNA was visualized using
DAB with a metal enhanced substrate as described by the manufacturer (cat. no. 1718096, Boehringer Mannheim). In negative
controls, TdT was omitted, while positive controls included
DNase I (1 mg/ml for 10 min at RT) treatment to induce DNA
strand breaks.

Quantitative Analysis of Neuron Numbers
Estimates of the reference volume were made by delineation
of the anterior horns with a drawing microscope Nikon Alphaphot2-YS2-H and using Cavalieri’s principle. Numerical
density of the neurons was obtained using a modification of the
physical dissector method suited for use with a drawing microscope (23). The total number of neurons was obtained by multiplying the numerical density with the reference volume of the
measured anterior horn and included a correction for 3-dimensional tissue shrinkage. Assuming that shrinkage is similar for
all 3 dimensions, shrinkage in the third dimension was assessed
by calculating the square root of the measured areal shrinkage
as a correction factor for the factor ‘‘slice thickness’’ in the
formula of Cavalieri. The difference in neuron numbers between the WHD and the control group was evaluated with the
Student t test, while the difference in proportions of TUNELpositive versus the total number of unaffected neurons was assessed using the Chi-square test.

Bcl-2 and p53 Immunocytochemistry
Monoclonal antibodies were obtained from DAKO, Glostrup,
Denmark (bcl-2 cat. no. M0887, p53 cat. no. M7001). Immunocytochemistry was performed using the ABC Elite kit (Vector Labs). The sections were incubated in primary antibody solution in a dilution of 1:80 (bcl-2) or 1:40 (p53) for 120 min
at 37⬚C. Positive controls were included and consisted of a section taken from normal breast (for bcl-2) and breast carcinoma
(for p53).
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RESULTS
Hematoxylin and eosin staining revealed typical neurogenic muscle atrophy in all WHD patients that was
absent in the controls. In Nissl stained sections of WHD
patients, but not in controls, marked neuron loss of the
anterior horns was obvious at all levels of the spinal cord
investigated (Fig. 1A, B). Besides neurons that appeared
normal and healthy, many of the remaining anterior horn
neurons in the WHD tissue were ballooned (ballooned
neurons, BNs). At the light microscopical level, BNs displayed several morphological changes ranging from
swelling, chromatolysis, and peripheral displacement of
the nucleus (Fig. 1C–E) to microvacuolation and disintegration of the nuclear and cytoplasmatic membrane
(Fig. 1F–H). In addition, groups of microglial cells were
often found to be accumulated around, and in close association with BNs (Fig. 1I). Among the apparently normal as well as among BNs in the WHD tissue, smaller
numbers of neurons with nuclear and cytoplasmic condensation, clumping of chromatin, and loss of Nissl granules were observed (Fig. 1J). These hallmarks suggested
that they were apoptotic. Furthermore, along the anterior
spinal nerve roots in children with WHD, heterotopic
(migratory) motor neurons and bundles of astroglial cells
were found.
Electron microscopical analysis in the tissue from children with WHD revealed neurons with a clearly apoptotic
ultrastructural morphology (type 1 according to classification of Clarke) that could not be found in controls (24,
25) (Fig. 2A–D). The apoptotic changes varied from
moderate condensation of both nucleus and cytoplasm,
and nuclear membrane hyperchromatosis (Fig. 2A–C), to
a pronounced reduction and reshaping of both nucleus
and cytoplasm, a loss of ribosomes from the rough ER
and polysomes, and the presence of apoptotic bodies (Fig.
2D, E). Occasionally, degenerating neurons with a combination of type 1 (apoptosis) and type 2 cell death (autophagic degeneration) were found as well (Fig. 2E).
Changes in the BNs in WHD patients ranged from moderate swelling and peripheral displacement of the nucleus
and rough ER, to an extensive swelling in association
with a more round shape of the cell, ‘vacuolization’ of
the cytoplasmic organelles (Fig. 2F) and a loss of structure accompanied by breakdown of the plasma membrane. Together, these ultrastructural criteria indicated the
presence of necrotic cell death (25).
In contrast to controls, who were virtually free of any
TUNEL or ISEL-positive cells (Fig. 3A), in all children
with WHD both TUNEL (Fig. 3B, C) and ISEL (Fig.
3D, E) revealed a substantial number of anterior horn
motor neurons, as well as glial cells, that displayed fragmented DNA. Most of the TUNEL/ISEL-positive neurons showed morphological features of apoptosis: condensation of the nucleus and cytoplasm, margination of
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Fig. 1. Motor neuron changes in the anterior horn in WHD as revealed by Nissl stain. A: Normal control at the same level
as (B). B: Marked loss of the anterior horn neurons at the midthoracic level of the spinal cord of a child with WHD. C–E:
Ballooned neurons (BNs) in an early stage of degeneration. Morphological changes include the nucleus displaced towards periphery of cytoplasm (C, arrowhead), occasionally with a mass of Nissl granules arranged as a ‘nuclear cap’ (D, arrow), prominent
nucleolus, swelling of perikaryon and central chromatolysis of the Nissl granules (E, arrowhead). F–H: BNs in an advanced stage
of degeneration showing cytoplasmic vacuolization (F, arrows) and hypochromasia. Disintegration of cytoplasmic membrane leads
to spilling of BNs’ contents into surrounding neuropil (G, arrows), while BNs without disrupted cytoplasmic membrane show
rounding up of the cell and appear uniformly structureless and achromatic (H, arrowhead). I: Neuronophagia of BNs by microglial
cells. J: Two apoptotic-like motor neurons with nuclear and cytoplasmic condensation, clumping of chromatin (arrowheads) and
loss of Nissl granules. Scale bars: A and B, 100 m; C–I, 10 m; J, 5 m.

condensed chromatin, blebbing of both the nucleus and
plasma membrane, and segregation and disintegration of
the nucleus. Neurons with fragmented DNA were frequently observed in close association with ISEL-positive glial cells (Fig. 3D, E). ISEL and TUNEL staining

labeled the glial cells that resembled microglia cells
throughout their cytoplasm and protrusions, but often
with an intact, nonstained nucleus (Fig. 3D, E). However, (micro)glial cells with fragmented DNA in their
nucleus were also observed, particularly when these
J Neuropathol Exp Neurol, Vol 59, May, 2000
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Fig. 2. Electron microscopic appearance of anterior horn neurons in children with WHD. A–C: Nuclei of motor neurons in
the early to middle stage of apoptotic degeneration. Considerable condensation of nuclei is seen together with chromatin masses
(Ch) accumulated mainly at the nuclear rim. D: Motor neuron in the late stage of apoptotic degeneration. Pronounced reduction
and reshaping of both nucleus and cytoplasm, loss of ribosomes from the rough ER and polysomes, and segregation into apoptotic
bodies are seen. E: A motor neuron showing features of both apoptosis (hyperchromatosis of nuclear membrane, segregation of
the nucleus into apoptotic bodies) and autophagic degeneration (autophagic vacuoles, arrows). F: A swollen and rounded ballooned
neuron (BN) showing peripheralization of nucleus and Nissl granules by central accumulation of mitochondria, vesicles, and
dispersed Nissl granules among which are scattered neurofilaments. In the lower left corner an apoptotic microglial cell is seen
as judged from its small size and clumping of the chromatin along the inner side of the nuclear envelope (arrow). Scale bars: 1
m.

cells seemed to participate in the neuronophagia of BNs
(Figs. 2F, 3E). In WHD cases, TUNEL/ISEL-positive
cells were also found in the nucleus thoracicus (Clarke’s
column or Rexed’s lamina VII), while BNs in the anterior horn were never TUNEL/ISEL-positive (Fig. 3F).
Two-dimensional (areal) shrinkage of the Nissl stained
tissue was on average 21.0% (minimum 10.5%, maximum 32.7%, SD 8.5%) in the WHD group, and 13.9%
(minimum 4.8%, maximum 22.9%, SD 6.2%) in the control group. Quantitative analysis of neuron number in
these sections showed that compared with controls, on
average, 73% of the neurons were lost in WHD (t ⫽ 19.9,
d.f. ⫽ 8, p K 0.01) (Fig. 4). As revealed by TUNEL,
dying neurons in WHD patients comprised 0.2%–6.4%
J Neuropathol Exp Neurol, Vol 59, May, 2000

of the neuron numbers counted. The proportion of TUNEL-positive neurons versus the total number of neurons
left over was greater in children who died at a younger
age (chi-square ⫽ 9.5, d.f. ⫽ 4, p ⬍ 0.05) (Fig. 4). TUNEL-positive glial cells that were not counted outnumbered the TUNEL-positive neurons.
Bcl-2 immunocytochemistry revealed a pronounced
loss of cytoplasmic expression in remaining motor neurons as well as in glial cells of all WHD cases, while the
control subjects showed only moderate to strong bcl-2
immunopositivity (Fig. 5A, B). Motor neuron nuclear expression of p53 protein was very strong in all WHD cases
while it was variable, but always much weaker in controls
(Fig. 5C, D).
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Fig. 3. TUNEL (A, B and C) and ISEL (D and E) staining of the anterior horns in 1 control subject (A) and in children with
WHD (B–E). ISEL is counterstained with methyl-green. A: Control spinal cord virtually free of any TUNEL immunoreactivity.
Dark spots represent artifactual staining. B and C: Two examples of TUNEL-positive motor neurons found (arrowheads). D:
Apoptotic motor neurons (arrowheads) showing pronounced condensation and ISEL-positive nuclei. Small arrowhead shows ISELpositive glial cell. E: An apoptotic motor neuron (note pronounced condensation and segregation of the neuron) engulfed by an
ISEL-positive glial cell (large arrowhead). At the bottom right corner ISEL-positive nuclei of microglial cells are seen that appear
to be involved in neuronophagia of BNs (small arrowheads). Arrow shows weakly ISEL-positive neuron probably representing
an early stage of the apoptotic process. F: ISEL-negative BNs (arrowheads). Scale bars: A and F, 100 m; B–E, 10 m.
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Fig. 4. Total number of anterior horn neurons as quantified
on Nissl and TUNEL-stained sections using the Cavalieri principle and the physical disector method. The open circles represent controls and the black circles WHD cases. The black
triangles represent the estimated numbers of TUNEL-positive
apoptotic neurons.

DISCUSSION
Our results clearly demonstrate that a significant number of motor neurons in the spinal cord of children with
WHD, but not in controls, die by a process that has all
the morphological characteristics of apoptosis (cell death
type 1 according to Clarke) (24, 25), including condensation of chromosomal DNA, membrane blebbing, apoptotic bodies, and reduction in cell and nuclear volume.
The characteristic morphological profile of apoptotic
cells at the electron microscopic level was further accompanied by detection of the extensive fragmentation of the
chromatin as identified by TUNEL and ISEL, together
with morphological hallmarks. Compared with controls,
that are free of TUNEL/ISEL positivity, strong and extensive labeling was found in motor neuron nuclei in
WHD cases. As TUNEL/ISEL in fact recognizes DNA
damage that is associated with both apoptosis and necrosis, only the additional presence of convincing apoptotic
morphology allows us to convincingly identify apoptotic
from necrotic cell death (25). Although many TUNEL/
ISEL-positive neurons in our WHD tissue show morphological characteristics of apoptosis, some neurons containing fragmented DNA do not fulfill the morphological
criteria for apoptosis and rather appear necrotic. Recent
studies indicate that these types of cell death may also
overlap (25, 26), which may, to some extent, be involved
in the present disorder as well. For instance, fast initial
induction of apoptosis in WHD could be followed by
slower secondary necrosis, which would explain why not
all TUNEL/ISEL-positive cells show apoptotic features.
Nevertheless, by studying these cells at the ultrastructural
level, we have convincingly identified true apoptosis with
all stages of typical apoptotic cell death present, ranging
J Neuropathol Exp Neurol, Vol 59, May, 2000

from initial accumulation of chromatin masses in the nucleus, to pronounced condensation of both nucleus and
cytoplasm, and segregation into apoptotic bodies.
The apoptotic mechanism of cell death is further supported by the prominent phagocytosis of fragmented
DNA by microglial cells that were also TUNEL-positive.
TUNEL/ISEL labeling of microglia cells throughout their
cytoplasm including the protrusions, but often with an
intact nucleus, suggests that these cells have indeed
phagocytosed dying apoptotic neurons rather than that
they are undergoing apoptosis themselves. Microglia with
positive nuclear TUNEL/ISEL labeling were also sometimes observed, but then only when these cells participated in neuronophagia of BNs. In this case, apoptosis is
perhaps just a physiological mechanism by which excess
amounts of microglial cells are eliminated.
Several possible reasons may account for the lack of
success in previous attempts to detect apoptosis in WHD
by using only TUNEL (11–13). One of them could be
the masking effect due to overfixation, which is known
to hamper ISEL outcome seriously (20, 27). Furthermore,
an inadequate sample size of sections analyzed and the
absence of genotyping needed for the identification of
actual mutations in the SMN and NAIP gene may have
been involved in these previous studies as well.
Examination of the remaining anterior horn neurons in
children with WHD revealed that many of them were
ballooned (BNs) and displayed chromatolysis as well as
other changes characteristic for retrograde axonal degeneration. However, although BNs in WHD share many
morphological features with chromatolytic neurons following axotomy, a differential distribution of phosphorylated neurofilaments and ubiquitin within the perikarya
of BNs suggest that BNs should not be viewed as a form
of chromatolytic neuronal death secondary to axonal injury (28). Rather, BNs in WHD may reflect another pathogenic mechanism of neuronal injury that involves the
metabolism of neurofilaments, which most probably relates to dissociated phosphorylation and glycosylation
(29). According to this view, aberrant glycosylation also
causes a defect in the assembly of neuron-glia adhesion
molecules that may affect or induce migratory motor neurons and glial bundles around spinal roots, which have
been observed in this study as well. The continuum of
morphological changes observed in the BNs in the present WHD patients at both the light and electron microscopic level thus seems to correspond to the necrotic type
of cell death (25).
The number of apoptotic neurons found in anterior
horns of the spinal cord of WHD patients studied is relatively low (0.2%–6.4% of the remaining motor neurons). This finding is in line with the expected and estimated rapid process of apoptosis in brain tissue (30–35).
As apoptosis in fact represents a turnover state rather than
a fixed entity (e.g. cell number), the chance of detecting
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Fig. 5. A: Moderate to strong bcl-2 immunopositivity in control spinal cord (arrowheads). B: Loss of cytoplasmic expression
of bcl-2 protein in a WHD patient (arrowheads show bcl-2-negative neurons). C: Weak p53 staining in control spinal cord
(arrowhead). D: Strong motor neuron nuclear expression of p53 protein in a WHD patient (arrowheads). Scale bars: A and B,
50 m; C and D, 10 m.

it in thin tissue sections at a given time point is low.
Therefore, the cumulative total amount of neurons dying
through apoptosis in WHD is most probably strongly underestimated. This conclusion is supported by the fact
that, on average, only about 27% of normal motor neuron
numbers are left in patients with WHD, which implies
that most of the missing neurons may have died by apoptosis before. Also, the relative proportion of TUNELpositive/Nissl neurons is greater in children with more
severe forms of the disease (i.e. in those who died at
younger ages). This also suggests that apoptosis may be
more extensive in earlier phases of the disease. Since it
has been reported that immature neurons may be prone
to die by apoptosis, whereas later in development they
may be more likely to die by the slower necrosis-like
type of death (25), age of the motor neurons may possibly
influence the type of cell death as well.

Bcl-2-related proteins form an important class of apoptosis-regulatory gene product (36). Expression of the
apoptosis-inhibitory bcl-2 gene under the control of tissue specific promoters has been shown to protect many
different cell types against apoptosis, particularly motor
neurons of the spinal cord (37). The current bcl-2 immunocytochemistry in human neurons revealing an apparent loss of cytoplasmic expression in patients with
WHD favors a scenario in which apoptotic cell death
contributes to motor neuron degeneration in WHD.
The apoptosis-inducing p53 protein regulates the
death of neurons both after DNA damage and during
development (38). Nuclear positivity for p53, as currently found in WHD patients, indicates the presence of
a p53-mediated apoptotic pathway in motor neurons in
the WHD tissue. Large-scale deletions of the 5q13 region specific to WHD (7) may be an additional factor
J Neuropathol Exp Neurol, Vol 59, May, 2000
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for induction and strong p53 expression in motor neurons during the disease.
In conclusion, this is the first report to show convincing apoptotic cell death in anterior horn cells of the spinal
cord in children with WHD. This is clear not only from
TUNEL- and ISEL-positive motor neurons but also from
ultrastructurally confirmed apoptotic morphology, which
was generally absent in controls. This suggests that at
least part of the neuronal death in WHD occurs by apoptosis. Moreover, with the known time kinetics of apoptosis in mind, its present identification implies that an
active process of apoptosis may even have played a primary role in the neuron loss in earlier stages of the disease. The occurrence of apoptosis as a possibly predominant mechanism of neuronal death in WHD may be
important with respect to future strategies directed towards a cytoprotective therapy of WHD.
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